Pooled analysis of all-cause and cause-specific mortality among Nordic military veterans following international deployment
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ABSTRACT

Objectives  To investigate all-cause and cause-specific mortality risks, including deaths from external, cardiovascular and cancer causes, among deployed Nordic military veterans in comparison to the general population in each country.

Design  Pooled analysis.

Setting  Denmark, Norway, Finland and Sweden.

Participants  Military veterans deployed between 1990 and 2010 were followed via nationwide registers and compared with age-sex-calendar-year-specific rates in the general population using pooled standardised mortality ratios (SMRs).

Main outcomes  All-cause and cause-specific mortality retrieved from each country’s Causes of Death Register, including deaths from external, cardiovascular and cancer causes.

Results  Among 83,584 veterans 1,152 deaths occurred of which 343 were from external causes (including 203 suicides and 129 traffic/transport accidents), 134 from cardiovascular causes and 297 from neoplasms. Veterans had a lower risk of death from any cause (pooled SMR 0.58, 95% CI 0.52 to 0.64), external causes (0.71, 95% CI 0.64 to 0.79), suicide (0.77, 95% CI 0.67 to 0.89), cardiovascular causes (0.54, 95% CI 0.46 to 0.64) and neoplasms (0.78, 95% CI 0.70 to 0.88). There was no difference regarding traffic/transport accidents for the whole period (1.10, 95% CI 0.92 to 1.31) but the pooled point estimate was elevated, though not statistically significant, during the first 5 years (1.17, 95% CI 0.89 to 1.53) but not thereafter (1.01, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.34). For all other causes of death, except suicide, statistically significantly lower risk among veterans was observed both during the first 5 years and thereafter. For suicide, no difference was observed beyond 5 years. Judged from the country-specific SMR estimates, there was a high degree of consistency although statistically significant heterogeneity was found for all-cause mortality.

Conclusions  Nordic military veterans had lower overall and cause-specific mortality than the general population for most outcomes, as expected given the predeployment selection process. Though uncommon, fatal traffic/transport accidents were an exception with no difference between deployed military veterans and the general population.

Strengths and limitations of this study

► The problem of low statistical power in country-specific analyses of rare mortality outcomes among deployed military veterans was addressed by combining data from several Nordic countries.

► Using the unique personal identity number of each Nordic resident and linking data to nationwide registers on mortality outcomes, follow-up was complete regarding mortality.

► The generalisability of the results outside the Nordic context may be limited by recruitment practices, deployment areas, deployment duration and combat exposure.

BACKGROUND

The Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden have contributed with military personnel to conflict zones during the last 30 years, primarily to the Balkans in the 1990s and to Afghanistan between 2002 and 2014. Controversy remains regarding several cause-specific mortality outcomes among deployed Nordic military veterans, as country-specific analyses are few and may suffer from insufficient statistical power given the low mortality rates among the relatively young veteran populations.

Suicide among military veterans has received the most attention due to it arguably being the most serious manifestation of psychiatric problems, and its strong association with post-traumatic stress disorder among military veterans. Although country-specific estimates exist,1–6 no study has been adequately powered to investigate whether the suicide risk varies over time after return from deployment. Another rare outcome is cancer deaths, where the risk could be elevated due to, for example, exposure to chemicals or biological agents during deployment,7–9 but the number of cases in each
country is generally too small to generate meaningful statistics. There is also uncertainty regarding the risk of fatal traffic accidents, where data from the USA and UK indicate that risks are elevated immediately after return from deployment.10–16

The similarities between the Nordic countries in terms of population, military engagements and healthcare systems, as well as access to health data via nationwide registers, offer a unique opportunity to synthesise data from the different countries in order to, for the first time, pool Nordic deployed military veterans to address postdeployment outcomes with considerably greater statistical power than what is achieved by single country studies.

The purpose of this study was to investigate all-cause and cause-specific mortality risks, including deaths from external, cardiovascular and cancer causes among Nordic military veterans in comparison to the general population in each country.

METHODS
This is a pooled analysis based on country-specific individual data on military veterans and mortality outcomes from Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden compared with the general population in each country. The cohorts were created and outcome data collected by linking individual veterans to nationwide registers by use of the unique personal identity number assigned to each resident in the respective countries. The linkage was performed by Statistic Denmark (Denmark), Statistics Finland (Finland), The Norwegian Armed Forces Health Registry (Norway) and National Board of Health and Welfare (Sweden). Estimates for Denmark, Norway and Sweden were derived specifically for this pooled analysis, while the mortality estimates for Finland were calculated by multiplying the number of person-years in that stratum by the cause of death specific mortality rate in the control population in the respective stratum. The 95% CIs were estimated assuming a Poisson distribution of the observed number of deaths.

Country-specific SMRs for each outcome in veterans compared with the general population were pooled using inverse variance-weighted random effects meta-analyses. The analyses were performed for the whole follow-up period, as well as separately for less or equal to 5 years and more than 5 years after return from deployment. Heterogeneity between countries was assessed using the I² statistic.17

Data were analysed using SAS V.9.4 (SAS Institute) and Stata V.13.0.

Patient and public involvement
No patient involved.

RESULTS
Cohort characteristics
A total of 83 584 deployed Nordic military veterans were included (table 1). The mean age at deployment was 27 years and men represented 95% in the pooled cohort. Danish and Swedish veterans had similar mean deployment duration of 6 months while Norwegians had a mean of 4 months. The areas of operation for military deployment are shown in figure 1 for Denmark, Norway and Sweden. The mean follow-up was 14.8, 17.0 and 13.5 years for Denmark, Norway and Sweden, respectively.

All-cause mortality
During follow-up, 1152 military veterans died (Denmark n=394; Finland n=212; Norway n=412; Sweden n=134).
Deployed military veterans had lower mortality than the general population over the full study period (pooled SMR 0.58, 95% CI 0.52 to 0.64), during the first 5 years (0.50, 95% CI 0.41 to 0.60) and beyond 5 years after returning from deployment (0.61, 95% CI 0.56 to 0.67; figure 2).

External cause mortality

Among military veterans from Denmark, Norway and Sweden there were a total of 343 deaths from external causes, while data from Finland were not available. The pooled SMR for the whole study period was 0.71 (95% CI 0.64 to 0.79; figure 3). The pooled SMR for the first 5 years (0.70, 95% CI 0.55 to 0.91) was similar to the pooled SMR for follow-up beyond 5 years after returning from deployment (0.72, 95% CI 0.63 to 0.82).

Death by suicide

Based on 203 suicides, all 4 countries showed lower risk estimates among veterans than the general population.
resulting in a pooled SMR of 0.77 (95% CI 0.67 to 0.89; figure 3). During the first 5 years after returning from deployment there were 39 suicides resulting in a pooled SMR of 0.56 (95% CI 0.41 to 0.78). Beyond 5 years, there were 111 suicides with no statistically significant difference vs the general population (pooled SMR 0.91, 95% CI 0.75 to 1.10).

**Fatal traffic/transport accidents**

With a total of 129 fatal traffic/transport accidents, no statistically significant difference was observed between veterans and the general population (pooled SMR 1.10, 95% CI 0.92 to 1.31; figure 3). The small risk increases were driven by accidents during the first 5 years following end of deployment, with point estimates of about 1.30 for Norwegian and Swedish, but not Danish veterans (data for Finnish veterans were not available) but the pooled SMR was not statistically significant (1.17, 95% CI 0.89 to 1.53). Beyond 5 years after return from deployment, the pooled point estimate was near the null (pooled SMR 1.01, 95% CI 0.77 to 1.34).

**Cardiovascular deaths and fatal neoplasms**

A total of 134 cardiovascular deaths occurred among the veterans resulting in a pooled SMR of 0.54 (95% CI 0.46 to 0.64; figure 4). The lower risk for the veterans was especially pronounced during the first 5 years (0.33, 95% CI 0.18 to 0.61) but remained lower also beyond 5 years (0.61, 95% CI 0.51 to 0.74). There were 297 deaths among the veterans due to neoplasms resulting in a pooled SMR of 0.78 (95% CI 0.70 to 0.88; figure 4). As for cardiovascular deaths, the lower risk was especially pronounced during the first 5 years (0.50, 95% CI 0.37 to 0.68) but remained lower also beyond 5 years (0.86, 95% CI 0.76 to 0.97).

**Heterogeneity**

The statistical power for analysing heterogeneity was high for all-cause mortality but low for the cause-specific mortality outcomes.

For all-cause mortality the $I^2$ was 73% for the whole study period ($p=0.01$). The heterogeneity reflected the high precision of the estimates, rather than major
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**Figure 3** Forest plot of external cause mortality overall (left), suicide (middle) and fatal traffic/transport accidents (right) in military veterans from Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden compared with the general population. "NA"=not available.
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**Figure 4** Forest plot of cardiovascular deaths (left) and fatal neoplasms (right) in military veterans from Denmark, Norway and Sweden compared with the general population. "NA"=not available.
numerical differences in country-specific SMRs, which ranged from 0.55 to 0.64. For the first 5 years the $I^2$ was 66% (p=0.03) with the estimate for Denmark at 0.40 (95% CI 0.33 to 0.45) while the other countries had SMRs higher than 0.50. Beyond 5 years, the $I^2$ was 56% (p=0.20) and country-specific estimates ranged from 0.55 to 0.66.

For the cause-specific analyses the $I^2$ estimate was 0% for all outcomes for the whole time period as well as beyond 5 years of follow-up. During the first 5 years estimates were also 0%, except that the $I^2$ was 47% (p=0.15) for external cause mortality and 27% (p=0.26) for cardiovascular mortality.

**DISCUSSION**

**Main findings**

In this study of 83 584 deployed Nordic military veterans followed for up to 25 years, veterans had lower mortality compared with the general population. For the whole follow-up period as well as the first 5 years after return from deployment, the pooled SMRs were lower for death from any cause, as well as for external causes, suicide, cardiovascular causes and neoplasms, while no statistically significant difference was found for fatal traffic/transport accidents. Beyond 5 years, no differences were found for suicide or fatal/traffic transport accidents. Judged from the SMR estimates for each country, there was a high degree of consistency although statistically significant heterogeneity was found for all-cause mortality due to the large sample size, resulting in high precision.

**Previous research**

Lower all-cause mortality among veterans compared with the general population is a typical finding in this field given the physical and mental health screening prior to military deployment, a selection bias referred to as ‘the healthy soldier effect’. For Swedish veterans, we have previously shown that when accounting for differences in, for example, cognitive ability, psychological evaluation test scores and predeployment mental health, there is no difference in either suicide or all-cause mortality between deployed military veterans and non-deployed tightly matched comparators.

Although reporting a lower overall mortality among veterans in comparison to civilian or non-deployed military control groups, several major studies investigating US and British veterans from the Vietnam War and Gulf War have found increased cause-specific mortality risks among these veterans from external causes, mainly death by suicide and motor vehicle accidents, during the first years following deployment. The Nordic veterans in this study had lower risk than the general population for all outcomes during the first 5 years, except for fatal traffic/transport accidents where no difference was found. The point estimate indicated a potentially elevated risk although it was based on merely 56 deaths and the effect estimate was 1.17. This outcome will require further investigation when also accounting for the healthy soldier effect and including non-fatal accidents, as a potentially increased risk may reflect higher degrees of risk-taking behaviour after military deployment. Another explanation could be that the intention of some of these accidents were in fact suicide. However, it must also be remembered that fatal traffic/transport accidents were uncommon, with a total of 129 events over the whole period despite pooling approximately 20 years of deployments from the four Nordic countries, and following more than 80 000 veterans for up to 25 years.

**Implications**

Mortality in Nordic deployed military veterans does not appear to be a public health problem, neither during the first 5 years after return from deployment nor thereafter, as their death rates were lower than the rates in the general population. However, deployed Nordic military veterans are a group that have gone through physical and mental health tests resulting in them having a better predeployment prognosis than the general population as a whole. Therefore, more research is needed on specific mortality outcomes, especially fatal traffic and transport accidents, when also accounting for these baseline differences. In the meantime, veterans returning from deployment could be informed about the potential risk elevation for traffic/transport accidents, however small, and a discussion about risk-taking behaviour may be warranted prior to discharge.

**Strengths and limitations**

The main strength of this study was the combination of data from Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden including deployments spanning two decades and including up to 25 years follow-up using nationwide registers resulting in virtually no losses to follow-up. This provided more statistical power than country-specific studies, where estimates on the national level would have been associated with more uncertainty. We also designed the study so that each country used a similar study deployment period, follow-up time and type of outcome ascertainment mechanism, resulting in greater similarity between countries than is often the case in meta-analyses combining only published estimates. By doing this, major areas of operation for each country were similar, although Denmark and Norway included deployments to Iraq while this was not the case for Sweden and Finland.

Despite the size of the study and the length of follow-up, estimates regarding fatal traffic/transport accidents were imprecise. Future studies could be expanded by also including non-fatal traffic/transport accidents to gain power, but still reflect the same underlying mechanism. Further, this study compared deployed military veterans with the general population of the same age and sex to assess whether any of the investigated types of postdeployment mortality could be of public health concern. However, in order to approach causal interpretation of the effect of military deployment on mortality, the healthy soldier effect must be addressed by carefully
accounting for predeployment differences in mental and physical health, as well as psychological resources. It should also be noted that the generalisability outside the Nordic context may be limited by recruitment practices, deployment areas, deployment duration and combat exposure. Finally, while Nordic data on all cause mortality are described as precise and valid, cause-specific mortality data have more limitations as the quality is dependent on the responsible physician certifying the death, autopsy rates (which currently are low and declining), and while completeness is high the validity of specific causes may vary by age (less valid in the elderly), cause, calendar period and country.20

All four Nordic countries have universal healthcare systems, covering both the veterans and the controls in this study. In addition, however, there are Veteran Centres in Denmark and Norway providing some additional support after deployment regarding identification of illness and also treatment (see online supplemental appendix 1 for details).

CONCLUSIONS
Nordic military veterans were found to have lower mortality after deployment compared with the general population, as expected given the selection process preceding military deployment. Though uncommon, fatal traffic/transport accidents during the first years following return from deployment was an exception with point estimates indicating higher rather than lower risk. This warrants further investigation.
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